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             Saudi says Eid al-Fitr holiday to start Wednesday

        
            

             Lula, Hasina's identical views set to upscale Bangladesh-Brazil ties: Vieira

        
            

             PM gives special directives to prevent teenage gangs' crime: cabinet secy

        
            

             Tight security measures taken ahead of Eid: RAB

        
            

             Eid jamaat to be held at 8:30am at National Eidgah
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                                Tesla settles wrongful death lawsuit from fatal crash
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                                'Mad Max' director readies for fifth installment in 'addictive' series
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                                March saw 10th straight month of record global heat: monitor
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                                Saudi says Eid al-Fitr holiday to start Wednesday
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                                BNP-Jamaat trying to instigate terrorists in hill tracts: Nasim
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                                Nazrul distributes cheques for Tk 16.72cr
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                                Cabinet approves National Logistic Policy-2024
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                                Lula, Hasina's identical views set to upscale Bangladesh-Brazil ties: Vieira
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                                Five dengue patients hospitalized
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                                Six lakh people purchase essential animal proteins at affordable price
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                                PM gives special directives to prevent teenage gangs' crime: cabinet secy
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                                Tight security measures taken ahead of Eid: RAB
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                                Member of ‘Ansar Al Islam’ held in city
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                                DUJ demands immediate payment of Eid overtime bills of journalists  
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                                400 drivers made aware of adverse impact of smoking
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                                Govt is distributing Eid gifts among underprivileged people: Saber Chowdhury
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                                57 RMP family children get talent stipend
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                                Hasan hands over CNG-run auto-rickshaw to family of deceased driver Sabur
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                                Cheques worth Tk 9.40 lakh distributed among patients in Jamalpur 
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                                Eid shopping reaches its peak in Ctg in last moment 
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                                Nippon Foundation chief for Rohingya youth’s skills development  
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                                Construction site iron rod fall kills man in city
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                                Brazil's Bolsonaro calls mass Rio rally amid legal woes
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                                Russia's Soyuz MS-24 spacecraft brings 3 cosmonauts back to Earth
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                                38 Palestinians become victims of Israeli military operations in Gaza Strip in 24 hours
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                                Trump again likens himself to Nelson Mandela
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                                Holy Shab-e-Qadr observed
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                                Bangladesh-Brazil holds productive discussion on bilateral, multilateral cooperation
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                                Israeli strikes target eastern Lebanon: source close to Hezbollah
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                                AI vs humans: influencers face competition from virtual models
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                                Australia to appoint special adviser on probe over Gaza aid workers deaths
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                                264 Eid jamaats to be held in Ctg
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                                Why unprotected eclipse gazing will leave you seeing stars
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                                Ecuador in diplomatic storm after raid at Mexican embassy
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                                Bangladesh has capacity to be upper-middle-income country by 2031: ICCB
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                                Holy Shab-e-Qadr observed in Rajshahi
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                                PM likely to visit Brazil in July: FM
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                                Brazil considers Bangladesh's inclusion in BRICS positively: Vieira 
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                                Top Europe rights court to issue landmark climate verdicts
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                                Hundreds rescued after flooding in Australia
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                                Brazilian foreign minister arrives in city
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                                Mustafizur joins CSK 
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                                Spices price decline in Khulna kitchen markets
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                                Elderly man killed in Tangail road accident
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                                Indictment hearing in money laundering case against Tarique's ex-APS May 5
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                                US nuclear industry upbeat on small reactors, despite setback
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                                Trump rakes in $50 mn as fundraising war with Biden heats up
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                                China conducts military drills in South China Sea
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                                Saber hands over Tk 15 lakh to family of slain forest officer Sajjaduzzaman 
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                                5 Eid jamaats to be held at Baitul Mukarram
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                                Armed activities of Kuki-Chin in hills an isolated incident: Quader
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                                Mangal Shobhajatra to have a new look, new route
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                                Home-goers enjoying smooth, hassle-free Eid journey 
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                                District Judge Dilruba Sultana passes away 
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                                Cheques worth Tk 9.40 lakh distributed among patients in Jamalpur 
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                                Yellen, Premier Li express hope for US-China cooperation
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                                RAB arrests chief coordinator of KNF in Bandarban
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                                Rare Javan rhino calf spotted in Indonesia
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                                Bangladesh always stands by Palestinians: Saber Chowdhury
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                                Gaza war enters seventh month as truce negotiators expected in Cairo
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                                Greece raises wildfire alert level after spate of blazes
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                                IFC to invest US$30m in Pran Dairy
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                                Bangladesh Film Archive, Getty Images sign MoU to preserve footages on Liberation War, Bangabandhu
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                                Brazil can import RMG directly from Bangladesh: PM
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                                Bangladesh Scouts Day tomorrow: President, PM issue messages
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                                Rain likely in all 8 divisions
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                                BFUJ demands proper facilities for journalists working on Eid holidays
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                                Top Russia diplomat arrives in China for official visit: ministry
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                                Bangladesh people reelect Sheikh Hasina for her hard work: Vieira
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                                Shelton, Tiafoe into ATP Houston final
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                                20 killed in Syria clashes: monitor
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                                3 children drown in C'nawabganj river
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                                'Market of Fakes' in Naples, capital of counterfeits and Camorra
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                                Sub Messi scores but Miami held by Colorado
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                                UN officials in Lebanon urge Israel border de-escalation
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                                Germany faces Gaza genocide case at top UN court
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                                Arsenal return to top of Premier League ahead of Man United vs Liverpool duel
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                                Gaza war enters seventh month, new truce talks expected
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                                Athletic beat Mallorca on penalties to win Copa del Rey
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                                Rare Javan rhino calf spotted in Indonesia
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